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Flash fiction—stories under 1,000 words—is one of the most exhilarating forms of literature to write, 
and it’s enjoying a resurgence in the literary world. This very short format allows for an exciting range of 
possibilities in style, tone, and subject. This workshop is open to those who are new to the form as well 
as those who are already familiar with it and want to generate new work. You will learn about the 
history of flash, read excellent and varied examples, take part in writing and editing exercises, and 
produce three polished 500-word stories by week’s end. We’ll also talk about where to submit your flash 
and the publication process. 

 

Monday, August 19 

Introductions to each other. Responses to pre-workshop readings. History of flash fiction—from Aesop’s 
Fables to Baudelaire to Hemingway to Pamela Painter. Definition of flash fiction and origin of the term. 
When is flash fiction a story and when is it poetry, and when is it something in between? Letting the 
reader fill in the gap. Overview of flash fiction types—list, fable, hermit crab—and lengths. Reading 
aloud and discussion of multiple examples of the form, showcasing variety of approaches. We’ll take a 
walk with our notebooks to soak in the world around us. Writing exercises based on observations during 
our walk and prompts. Sharing and commenting. Homework: type up at home your favorite draft (500 
words or fewer) from the day and email it to me. 

 

Tuesday, August 20 

Warm-up writing. Character and setting. What characters want. How can objects tell us about 
character? How can the character’s environment affect how we perceive her? Reading aloud and 
discussion of several flash in which one or both are done very well. We’ll take a walk with our 
notebooks, paying attention to setting and finding an inspiring object (a leaf, a stone, a dropped piece of 
paper) to take back to incorporate into a prompt. Writing exercises based on observations during our 
walk and prompts focused on character and setting. First workshop of drafts from the previous day. 
Homework: type up at home your favorite draft (500 words or fewer) from the day and email it to me. 

 

Wednesday, August 21 

Warm-up writing. Dialogue and senses. Dialogue as action (a battle) and music. The power of silence. 
How sensory details help spark your story and significant sensory details tell your story. Reading aloud 
and discussion of several flash in which one or both are done very well. We’ll take a walk with our 
notebooks, paying attention to our senses with laser-like focus. Writing exercises based on observations 



during our walk and prompts focused on dialogue and senses. Workshop of draft from the previous day. 
Homework: type up at home your favorite draft (500 words or fewer) from the day and email it to me. 

 

Thursday, August 22 

Warm-up writing. Focus on editing. How to scale a story to the size of flash fiction. Looking at “thought 
words” and redundancies. What do you not have room for? Exercises in editing. Workshop on draft from 
previous day. Read all drafts aloud. Work on cutting and polishing our stories based on feedback. 
Homework: Polish your favorite draft and email it to me.  

 

Friday, August 23 

Warm-up writing about the process. Readings and discussion of microfiction (50 words or fewer). 
Writing exercises for micros. Publishing your flash: journals that accept flash and review of the 
submissions process. Student reading and celebration.    

 

Note: We’ll take walks when weather permits! Please bring comfortable shoes. 

 


